BWF’S INTEGRITY PROGRAMME

Every athlete has the right to compete in clean and fair sport. Doping, match fixing, illegal betting and corruption are threats to the integrity of sport.

The integrity section of the BWF website has information about what players can and cannot do under the BWF regulations.

Use the links below and over the page to help you get more information on 1) integrity, 2) anti-match fixing and 3) anti-doping.

---

**OVERVIEW**  What the BWF Integrity Programme covers.

**REGULATIONS**  The codes of conduct and regulations related to integrity.

**SPEAK UP AND REPORT**  Reporting cheats – it’s your obligation!

**INTEGRITY UNIT**  The kind of work we do.

**INTEGRITY CAMPAIGN**  I am badminton – clean and honest

**HEARINGS AND CASES**  Steps from investigation to sanctions.

---

#iambadminton
ANTI-MATCH FIXING

• Do you know what match manipulation is?
• Are you allowed to bet on badminton?
• How do you rate your anti-match fixing knowledge?

  Excellent  |  Good  |  Poor

Use the links below to help you get more information on anti-match fixing.

This information is really important for badminton administrators, players, coaches, technical officials, tournament organisers, volunteers and staff working on BWF sanctioned tournaments.

ANTI-MATCH FIXING OVERVIEW – THE BASICS  Important questions and answers.

MATCH MANIPULATION  About match manipulation / match fixing.

COVERED PERSONS  Who is covered under the Code of Conduct in Relation to Betting, Wagering and Irregular Match Results?

CORRUPTION OFFENCES  What are the offences under the Code.

BETTING  Who can bet on badminton?

INSIDE INFORMATION  What is this and what are the dangers of using inside information?

MONITORING & INVESTIGATIONS  What kind of monitoring does the BWF do?

EDUCATION  Resources and tools for learning.

#iambadminton

iam badminton

honest  clean

BWF
ANTI-DOPING

- Do you know what doping is?
- Where can you be tested?
- How do you rate your anti-doping knowledge?

Excellent | Good | Poor

Use the links below to help you get more information on anti-doping. This information is really important for badminton administrators, players, coaches and team managers.

ANTI-DOPING OVERVIEW – THE BASICS  Important questions and answers.

PROHIBITED SUBSTANCES  Banned substances for athletes.

DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS  The dangers of these.

TUE  Therapeutic Use Exemptions.

WHEREABOUTS  For those on the BWF Registered Testing Pool / BWF Testing Pool.

TESTING AND DOPING CONTROL  The process of collecting urine and blood samples.

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES  Athletes rights / athletes responsibilities.

EDUCATION  Resources and tools for learning.

#iambadminton